
Application Guidelines of the 2nd Photo Contest of Moving Gundam 

 

- This contest is held by Evolving G Corporation (the "Company"). The operators of Twitter and Instagram 

do not involve in the contest. 

- Comply with the terms and conditions of Twitter and Instagram when participating this contest. 

-  The following conditions must be met in order to be considered as an entry. 

1. The photo must be unpublished. However, photos that have been posted only on the entrant’s 

personal blog, website, or social media account are eligible. 

2. The photo must have been taken after the opening of the GUNDAM FACTORY YOKOHAMA. 

3. The photo must contain the GUNDAM FACTORY YOKOHAMA or the Moving Gundam (RX-78F00 

Gundam) as the subject. Photos that contain unrelated fictional characters are not eligible. 

4. No composition, deformation, or any other modifications must be made to the photo. 

5. The entrant must be the person who have taken the photo. However, when photos have been taken 

by minors, their parents or guardians can be the entrant. 

6. The photo must not infringe, or be likely to infringe, the copyright, portrait rights, privacy or other 

rights of any third party. 

7. The photo must not be for profit or publicity, or must not contain political or religious intent. 

8. The photo must not be inappropriate, such as slanderous or offensive to public order and morals. 

- Photos taken outside the facility or deemed to have been taken in any restricted areas will be excluded 

from the contest. 

- If a person's face is visible in the photo, obtain permission from the person before posting the photo. 

- Make sure your Twitter/Instagram account is set public when participating. Photos posted by private 

accounts will be excluded from the contest. 

- There is no limit to the number of photos to post for participation. However, photos posted outside of the 

application period will be excluded from the contest. 

- There is no limit to the number of photos to post, but only one photo per person can be selected. 

- Note that the photos posted for the contest may be used without prior notice in various ways, including 

exhibition at the GUNDAM FACTORY YOKOHAMA, TV broadcasting, live streaming, and publication 

on social media and magazines. In such cases, the photos may be printed on panels or corrected or altered 

according to the intended use. Also, note that the participant's entry name may be used alongside the 

photo. 

- The contest winner’s photo will be posted on the official GUNDAM FACTORY YOKOHAMA Twitter and 

Instagram accounts and on the official website. Note that the photos may be cropped to fit the size, or 

lightly altered with exposure or color correction. Also, in the case of publication, the Company reserves 

the right to discontinue the publication at our discretion. 

- Inquiries about judging and selection in this contest cannot be answered. 

- The Company is not responsible for the content of participants’ tweets or any problems caused by the 

tweets. 

- The contest may be changed or canceled without prior notice. 

- Participants are responsible for all costs that may be charged in the process of participating the contest, 

including the cost of internet connection. 

- Your participation and entry in this contest are subject to the following privacy policy set forth by the 

Company. 

https://gundam-factory.net/en/privacy/ 

https://gundam-factory.net/en/privacy/

